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Abstract: The wide spread of worms poses serious challenges to today’s Internet. Various IDSes (Intrusion Detection Systems) have been proposed to identify or prevent such spread. These IDSes can be largely classified as signature-based or anomaly-based ones depending on what type of knowledge the system knows. Signature-based IDSes are unable to detect the outbreak of new and unidentified worms when the worms’ characteristic patterns are unknown. In addition, new worms are often sufficiently intelligent to hide their activities and evade anomaly detection. Moreover, modern worms tend to spread more quickly, and the outbreak period lasts in the order of hours or even minutes. Such characteristics render existing detection mechanisms less effective.

In this work, we consider the drawbacks of current detection approaches and propose PAIDS, a proximity-assisted IDS approach for identifying the outbreak of unknown worms. PAIDS does not rely on signatures. Instead, it takes advantage of the proximity information of compromised hosts. PAIDS operates on an orthogonal dimension with existing IDS approaches and can thus work collaboratively with existing IDSes to achieve better performance. We test the effectiveness of PAIDS with trace-driven simulations and observe that PAIDS has a high detection rate and a low false positive rate. We also build a proof-of-concept prototype using Google Maps APIs and libpcap library.
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1 Introduction

Self-propagating worms have been posing serious threats to today’s Internet [35]. Such malicious programs are capable of propagating quickly and infecting a significant number of vulnerable machines in a short period of time (e.g., a few hours). Victims compromised by worms can form botnets and be used to launch large-scale attacks (e.g., DDoS and spamming).

To effectively prevent worms from propagating rapidly, an IDS (Intrusion Detection System) is needed. Over the last few decades, numerous intrusion detection mechanisms have been proposed. These various techniques can be largely classified into two categories based on the nature
of the knowledge that an IDS has. If the characteristic patterns (i.e., signatures) of attacks in an IDS are known, the IDS is referred to as a signature-based IDS. Otherwise, if the patterns of normal activities are known, the attacks can be identified by monitoring the differences between the normal and anomalous activities. An IDS relying on identifying anomaly features is referred to as an anomaly-based IDS.

Existing techniques can detect and prevent the propagation of many worms, in particular the known ones. Nevertheless, their operations often fail to work with new and more intelligent worms since the characteristics patterns of new worms have not been extracted and analyzed. Due to the unavailability of patterns of the worms, signature-based solutions simply do not work. Briefly, two limitations associated with signature-based IDSes prevent them from functioning effectively. First, it takes considerable time for detection entities (such as anti-virus software companies) to learn the attack pattern or the signature of the worms. Thus, before such signatures are available, the worms may have infected a significant number of machines. Second, it takes some time for a normal user to utilize such signatures in the form of updating or installing IDS software. On the other hand, modern worms tend to spread more quickly, and the outbreak period lasts in the order of hours or even minutes. In particular, flash worms are able to compromise a large number of hosts in several minutes [34]. Therefore, signature-based techniques fail to effectively detect the propagation of unknown worms.

Anomaly-based solutions also have their drawbacks. An anomaly-based IDS examines traffic, activities, or behaviors to find anomalies. The underlying principle is that “attack behaviors” may differ from “normal user behaviors.” By cataloging and identifying the differences involved, IDSes can detect a worm in many circumstances. However, anomaly-based IDSes are far from being effective. First, since normal behaviors can change easily and readily, anomaly-based IDSes are prone to false positives, i.e., many actually normal behaviors are falsely reported as attacks. Second, worms can potentially become increasingly intelligent to hide their abnormal activities and thus render most anomaly-based approaches ineffective. For example, if a worm applies a polymorphic blending attack [11], it can hide its activities in normal network activities. Therefore, anomaly-based IDSes may fail to effectively detect the propagation of intelligent worms.

In this work, our goal is to design an IDS that is capable of identifying new and intelligent fast-propagating worms and thwarting their spread, particularly during the worm’s “start-up” stage. Since neither signature-based nor anomaly-based techniques can achieve such capabilities, we ask the question: *Given the unknown nature of an impeding worm, its high spreading speed, and its intelligence to hide its abnormal activities, is it still possible to efficiently thwart its propagation?*

We answer this question with a novel proximity-assisted approach. Our approach is referred to as PAIDS (Proximity-Assisted Intrusion Detection System) and is mainly based on the observations of the clustered pattern of worm propagation and the typical long active time of a compromised host. Since vulnerable hosts are highly unevenly distributed in the Internet [5], compromised computers are usually centralized in certain outbreak areas, especially at the early stage of worm propagation. Thus, a host located in the area with more infected hosts is more likely to be compromised by the worm. The locations of the early infected hosts can be known in certain ways, for instance, using honeypots. In other words, although the nature and signatures of the upcoming worms cannot be identified at the early stage, the exact fact that they are infecting other machines can be detected. Thus, such information can be utilized to counteract the worms’ infection process at their early stage when conventional signature-based methods fail to work. One important property about PAIDS is that it is fully complementary to existing approaches, particularly anomaly-based ones. That is, the mechanisms included in the proximity-assisted approach can be utilized in tandem with other approaches since PAIDS is working on a different dimension from existing IDSes. Moreover, our preliminary evaluation based on trace-driven simulations shows that PAIDS has a high detection rate and a low false positive rate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first motivate our design in Section 2. We present the detailed design in Section 3. We then perform trace-driven simulations in Section 4. We also built a proof-of-concept prototype and present the implementation details in Section 5. We then discuss several important design issues in Section 6. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 7.

## 2 Motivation

Our proposed approach, PAIDS, is motivated by three major observations: (i) limitations of existing IDSes; (ii) clustered pattern of worm spread; and (iii) long active time of compromised hosts.

### 2.1 Limitations of existing approaches

- **Signature-based or anomaly-based.** Intrusion detection efforts have been proposed for years and can be classified as signature-based and anomaly-based. Signature-based IDSes, such as anti-virus programs (e.g., Norton Antivirus and Maevee), use the signatures to recognize and block infected files, programs, or active Web content from entering a computer system. Such IDSes are the most widely used approach in the commercial IDS technology today. Moreover, abundant research efforts such as [17, 30, 3, 6, 24, 21] also fall into this category.

Anomaly-based IDSes use rules or predefined concepts about “normal” and “abnormal” system activities (i.e., heuristics) to distinguish anomalies from normal system behaviors and to monitor or block anomalies. Anomaly-based IDSes include [16, 33, 22, 40, 7, 1, 39, 9]. For an anomaly-based IDS, a training process is typically required
to extract normal patterns. Afterwards, when some activities are observed to be sufficiently different from such patterns, they are flagged as abnormal ones, and the corresponding actions may be taken. A wide variety of techniques have been explored to approach the anomaly detection problem, such as neural networks [16], statistical modeling [33], temporal sequence learning [22], n-grams [40], and states of web applications [7].

However, neither signature-based nor anomaly-based IDSes can effectively identify new and intelligent worms. On one hand, identifying a worm using signature-based IDSes requires the characteristic patterns of the worm. Such mechanisms will not work with new worms since the patterns of these worms are not known a priori. Furthermore, even if the signature of a new worm is extracted after a certain period of time, it takes considerable time for a normal user to adopt the signature in the form of updating his anti-worm software. On the other hand, modern worms are becoming increasingly intelligent, and many are capable of hiding their activities to avoid the detection of anomaly-based IDSes [11]. Worms achieve such stealthy goals either by learning the rules used by the IDS or by acting extremely less aggressively.

- **Network-based or host-based.** Various IDSes can also be classified into network-based [38, 28, 13, 37, 25, 32, 10, 13] and host-based ones [15, 36, 8, 26, 31, 12]. The difference between these two categories lies in where the intelligence used for detection resides. In host-based IDSes, the intelligence only resides on local hosts, whereas network-based IDSes rely on the information exchanged among many hosts. Both categories have their own advantages. For example, network-based IDSes can monitor an entire network with only a few well-situated nodes and impose little overhead on a network. Host-based IDSes can analyze activities on the host at a high level of details and determine which processes and/or users are involved in malicious activities.

Both types of approaches, however, have disadvantages and may fail to work under certain scenarios. For example, although network-based IDSes have the advantage of knowing aggregate traffic patterns, they may not know other crucial information such as the process environments and the exact protocol of a connection. Most of the time normal users are reluctant to give such information to other entities including IDSes due to privacy or security concerns. By contrast, host-based IDSes have the full information of the connections of a specific host, but they lack the aggregate view of the network. The disadvantages associated with either IDSes may greatly affect the effectiveness of detecting worms. Our designed PAIDS intends to incorporate the advantages of both IDSes.

### 2.2 Clustered pattern of worm spread

Once a worm is released to the Internet, it typically starts from a few hosts. It then guesses the addresses of targets and attempts to infect them. Typically, worms use random scanning or localized scanning to spread [35, 41]. Random scanning selects targets randomly and has been used by Code Red v2, Slammer, and Witty worms, whereas localized scanning preferentially searches for targets in the local network (i.e., sharing the same prefix of IP addresses) and has been exploited by Code Red II and Nimda worms. Localized scanning has some advantages over random scanning. For example, hosts within the same subnet often expose similar vulnerabilities. In addition, in general infecting close-by hosts takes less time due to the smaller round trip time. Furthermore, many networks are protected by firewalls, and infecting hosts in the same network is relatively easier.

Worm spread demonstrates a highly clustered pattern, especially for localized scanning. The main reason is that vulnerable hosts are highly unevenly distributed in the Internet [4]. Therefore, at any time of the worm outbreak, the compromised hosts typically form clusters, e.g., they reside in close-by geographical locations. To show this, we study the outbreak of the Code Red v2 worm in July 2001 based on the traces from CAIDA [2]. To examine the clustered pattern of geographical locations of infected hosts, we equally divide the US continent map into a number of grids and count the number of compromised hosts covered by each grid. We then choose the top K grids and show the percentage of compromised hosts covered by these grids. Intuitively, if the cluster degree is higher, more hosts would reside in the top K grids. Specifically, we divide the map into 40 × 40 grids (totally 1600) and measure the percentage of compromised hosts covered by the top 8, 12, and 16 grids (i.e., K = 8, 12, 16). Figure 1 shows our measurements of the coverage of top K grids over time of up to 20 hours. We observe the highly clustered patterns. For example, as shown in the figure, with only 8 grids (0.5% of total grids), the coverage at the 2-hour time is about 60%, whereas 16 grids (1% of all grids) cover more than 72% of all compromised hosts. More interestingly, such clustered behaviors do not fade quickly over time. As shown in the figure, even after 20 hours, top 16 grids still account for more than 53% of all compromised hosts.

Interestingly, the clustering behavior of worm spreading occurs not only in the geographical dimension, but in the network address dimension. Works such as [5] have identified the clustered pattern in the network address space.
Specifically, work [5] finds that more than 80% of malicious sources are clustered in the same 20% of the IPv4 address space over time based on DShield data. Our designed PAIDS can work on both geographical and network address dimensions. In this paper, we mainly present the results on the geographical dimension.

2.3 Long active time of compromised hosts

Another observation is that compromised hosts are typically engaged in infecting other hosts for a considerable amount of time. Taking the Code Red v2 worm as an example, we plot the distribution of active time of all compromised hosts (more than 359,000) in Figure 2. It can be seen that 80% of compromised hosts have active time of longer than 30 minutes, while only 12% of these hosts have active time shorter than 5 minutes. In other words, the figure shows that most compromised hosts attempt to infect other hosts for a considerably long time (e.g., more than dozens of minutes) before they are stopped. This characteristic of compromised hosts can potentially be utilized to assist detection. For example, if a compromised host can be identified as a suspicious one, then hosts that are communicating with this host should be alerted.

3 Design

We now present the design of PAIDS. After giving an overview, we will present the deployment model, the software architecture, and three major components of PAIDS.

3.1 Overview

The key idea of PAIDS is to take advantage of the clustered pattern of worm outbreak and the long active time of compromised hosts. Briefly, PAIDS works as follows. PAIDS runs on a local host as a daemon and keeps monitoring the ongoing connections. It records the IP addresses and port numbers of the hosts with which a local host is communicating. The recorded information is sent to a processing center that determines the danger levels of the corresponding hosts. If the processing center determines that a recorded host is suspicious, then it reports back to the local host so that PAIDS can raise alerts and notify the user. The processing center makes the decision by collecting the information of suspicious hosts on the Internet and performing clustering operations to model the danger level of each area. The clustering is based on proximity information associated with the suspicious hosts. Note that proximity is not necessarily limited to geographical and network address dimensions and can also occur in other dimensions such as DNS. In this work, we present the design of PAIDS only in the context of the geographical dimension for the purpose of simplicity. However, PAIDS can be easily changed to utilize other dimensions.

The operations of PAIDS involve the cooperation of several entities (shown in Figure 3). Firstly, it requires the local host to report its communicating hosts (referred to as “communication neighbors”) to a processing center. The communication components of this reporting service are referred to as Remote Connection Monitor (RCM) and Remote Connection Attendant (RCA). Secondly, the processing center is referred to as Security-Level Processing Engine (SLPE). SLPE is the entity that determines the danger level of each of the reported neighbors from the local host. The determination is based on proximity correlations, i.e., the closer the communicating host is to the outbreak area, the greater chance it might conduct malicious activities. The proximity correlations can be computed using various geographic mapping techniques [27]. One of such techniques is the IP-to-location service [19]. The SLPE can be implemented at a place convenient to the local hosts, e.g., a dedicated machine of a group or an institute. Thirdly, it requires a suspicious-activity monitoring service that typically runs honeynet to attract worms and collects related information. In this paper we refer to the monitoring service as Suspicious Hosts Sniffing (SHS). SHS serves no other purpose than simply recording suspicious connections reaching the honeynet. The recorded information at least includes the IP addresses and the port numbers of the suspicious connections. Such information will expose the outbreak information of new worms for they have to propagate to other hosts after they are released.

PAIDS addresses the shortcomings of signature-based and anomaly-based IDSes with a mechanism based on proximity information. It deals with the unavailability of worm signatures by using the notion of suspicious hosts, i.e., the hosts that are captured by honeynet when they attempt to connect to honeynet. Specifically, if a host is compromised, it will attempt to infect other hosts. If it falls into the view of the monitoring service, it is recorded. Since compromised hosts typically keep active for a considerably long time, such a “black-list” style treatment will bring benefits. Moreover, since PAIDS is not based on the known patterns of normal behaviors, it does not have the drawbacks of the anomaly-based approach.

PAIDS addresses the drawbacks of network-based and host-based approaches by using a processing center, which is actually the third layer between a global information center and a local host. Introducing such a layer can gain benefits by striking the balance between the advantages and
disadvantages associated with these two types of IDSes. Since hosts are more likely to trust a local processing center and present detailed information to the latter, such undertaking can bridge the trust gap between these two types of IDSes. In other words, the processing center can serve as the intermediate proxy for the information exchanges between the global information center and local hosts. The functioning of the processing center works in two directions. On one hand, it collects the information from local hosts and reports filtered information to the global center. On the other hand, it obtains information from the global center and determines the danger level of reported connections on behalf of local hosts. Other than the trust benefit, introducing the processing center can also help relieve the scalability concern embedded in alternative two-layer approaches.

3.2 Deployment model of PAIDS

The design of PAIDS is not intended to replace any other type of IDSes. Thus, it is inappropriate to compare PAIDS directly with other IDSes. Instead, it complements other IDSes by working orthogonally with them. For instance, PAIDS can be combined with an anomaly-based IDS. One way for such a combination is to let PAIDS adjust the threshold values usually used in anomaly-based IDSes. An anomaly-based IDS typically sets certain “threshold” values to determine whether a connection is suspicious or not. These values are difficult to determine in many cases for the determination has to strike a balance between false positives and false negatives. With PAIDS, the threshold values can be adjusted according to the danger levels measured by PAIDS. For example, if a connection involves a host that is within an outbreak area and thus has a higher danger level, the threshold values can be adjusted to reflect such information. Such treatments are possible since PAIDS utilizes the proximity information that other IDSes typically do not consider.

We now use one example scenario to elaborate how PAIDS can work cooperatively with other existing IDSes. We choose an anomaly-based IDS simply because of easy explanation. Note that such a scenario should not be treated as the only way in which PAIDS can work with other IDSes. The anomaly-based IDS is Swaddler [7]. Swaddler supports two modes: training and detection modes. During the training mode, suitable thresholds are derived to represent the anomalous scores. The system then switches to the detection mode, and anomalous states can be reported based on the derived thresholds. PAIDS can assist the setting of the threshold values by replacing each threshold by a pair of threshold values, one for safe neighbors and the other for suspicious neighbors. The suspicious neighbors are the hosts causing PAIDS to raise alerts, whereas the safe neighbors are those not triggering alerts. Intuitively, the threshold value for safe neighbors should be higher than the value for suspicious neighbors since the suspicious ones require stricter screening. Alternatively, PAIDS may help the threshold setting in a finer way by assigning a range of values. In other words, PAIDS may define a threshold value function $T_h = g(x)$, where $x$ is the danger level outputted by PAIDS. With such a function, the threshold value is not fixed across all hosts, it is adjusted according to the danger level of the corresponding host.

3.3 Software architecture and components

The software architecture of PAIDS is shown in Figure 3. PAIDS mainly consists of two main entities: a PAIDS client and a PAIDS server. It also assumes the existence of a third entity, namely the SHS (Suspicious Hosts Sniffing). The PAIDS client runs two software components: a RCM (Remote Connection Monitor) and a Danger Level Fron- tend. The first component, RCM, keeps track of on-going connections on the local host and thus has a higher danger level, the threshold values can be adjusted to reflect such information. Such treatments are possible since PAIDS utilizes the proximity information that other IDSes typically do not consider.

We now use one example scenario to elaborate how PAIDS can work cooperatively with other existing IDSes. We choose an anomaly-based IDS simply because of easy explanation. Note that such a scenario should not be treated as the only way in which PAIDS can work with other IDSes. The anomaly-based IDS is Swaddler [7]. Swaddler supports two modes: training and detection modes. During the training mode, suitable thresholds are derived to represent the anomalous scores. The system then switches to the detection mode, and anomalous states can be reported based on the derived thresholds. PAIDS can assist the setting of the threshold values by replacing each threshold by a pair of threshold values, one for safe neighbors and the other for suspicious neighbors. The suspicious neighbors are the hosts causing PAIDS to raise alerts, whereas the safe neighbors are those not triggering alerts. Intuitively, the threshold value for safe neighbors should be higher than the value for suspicious neighbors since the suspicious ones require stricter screening. Alternatively, PAIDS may help the threshold setting in a finer way by assigning a range of values. In other words, PAIDS may define a threshold value function $T_h = g(x)$, where $x$ is the danger level outputted by PAIDS. With such a function, the threshold value is not fixed across all hosts, it is adjusted according to the danger level of the corresponding host.

The software architecture of PAIDS is shown in Figure 3. PAIDS mainly consists of two main entities: a PAIDS client and a PAIDS server. It also assumes the existence of a third entity, namely the SHS (Suspicious Hosts Sniffing). The PAIDS client runs two software components: a RCM (Remote Connection Monitor) and a Danger Level Front- tend. The first component, RCM, keeps track of on-going connections on the local host and thus has a higher danger level, the threshold values can be adjusted to reflect such information. Such treatments are possible since PAIDS utilizes the proximity information that other IDSes typically do not consider.

We now use one example scenario to elaborate how PAIDS can work cooperatively with other existing IDSes. We choose an anomaly-based IDS simply because of easy explanation. Note that such a scenario should not be treated as the only way in which PAIDS can work with other IDSes. The anomaly-based IDS is Swaddler [7]. Swaddler supports two modes: training and detection modes. During the training mode, suitable thresholds are derived to represent the anomalous scores. The system then switches to the detection mode, and anomalous states can be reported based on the derived thresholds. PAIDS can assist the setting of the threshold values by replacing each threshold by a pair of threshold values, one for safe neighbors and the other for suspicious neighbors. The suspicious neighbors are the hosts causing PAIDS to raise alerts, whereas the safe neighbors are those not triggering alerts. Intuitively, the threshold value for safe neighbors should be higher than the value for suspicious neighbors since the suspicious ones require stricter screening. Alternatively, PAIDS may help the threshold setting in a finer way by assigning a range of values. In other words, PAIDS may define a threshold value function $T_h = g(x)$, where $x$ is the danger level outputted by PAIDS. With such a function, the threshold value is not fixed across all hosts, it is adjusted according to the danger level of the corresponding host.

The software architecture of PAIDS is shown in Figure 3. PAIDS mainly consists of two main entities: a PAIDS client and a PAIDS server. It also assumes the existence of a third entity, namely the SHS (Suspicious Hosts Sniffing). The PAIDS client runs two software components: a RCM (Remote Connection Monitor) and a Danger Level Front- tend. The first component, RCM, keeps track of on-going connections on the local host and thus has a higher danger level, the threshold values can be adjusted to reflect such information. Such treatments are possible since PAIDS utilizes the proximity information that other IDSes typically do not consider.
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SHS, determines the danger level of each reported connection using geographic mapping techniques, and then sends the relevant information back to the PAIDS client.

We now elaborate on the three major components of PAIDS:

- **RCM and RCA.** RCM and RCA are used to report the local host’s communicating neighbors to the SLPE. Specifically, RCM runs on the local host side, whereas RCA runs on the server side. The basic functionalities of RCM are to monitor and report. RCM keeps track of all the ongoing connections of the local host and is capable of reporting to RCA periodically (i.e., pushing) or in the on-demand fashion (i.e., pulling). The major advantage of pushing information to RCA is the timeliness. However, it incurs higher communication and processing overhead. In contrast, pulling information from RCM requires less overhead, but it inflates the information gathering time. RCA collects connection information from RCM. Under the pushing model, RCA is simply a server daemon collecting the reports of RCM. Under the pulling model, RCA pro-actively requests the information from RCM.

- **Security Level Processing Engine (SLPE).** The SLPE is the key component of PAIDS, determining the danger level of the reported neighbors using the IP-to-location service. The determination is based on the distance between a neighbor and the outbreak areas. Formally, given a set of outbreak areas $S = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_J\}$ and a list of neighbor hosts $H = \{H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_J\}$, SLPE will output a danger level vector of $L = \{L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_J\}$, where $L_i$ is the danger level of neighbor host $H_i$. Specifically, let $d_{i,j}$ denote the distance between $H_i$ and $S_j$. The danger level of $H_i$ is given by a function $f(d_{i,j}, S)$. The design of $f(d_{i,j}, S)$ by itself is an important and interesting problem. Due to space limitations, we only provide two simple forms. The first form is the average value of all $d_{i,j}$ on $S_j$:

$$L_i = \frac{1}{J} \sum_{j=1}^{J} d_{i,j}. \quad (1)$$

The second form simply chooses the minimum value of all $d_{i,j}$, i.e., $L_i = \min_j \{d_{i,j}\}$. Both forms have advantages and disadvantages. Without explicit notes, in the following we only use the first form. If SHS also reports the normalized intensity of each outbreak areas, the above equation is given as

$$L_i = \frac{1}{J} \sum_{j=1}^{J} d_{i,j} t_j, \quad (2)$$

where $t_j$ is the normalized intensity of $S_j$ and $\sum_{j=1}^{J} t_j = 1$.

After computing the danger level of a neighboring host, SLPE compares its danger level value to a pre-defined threshold value $T_d$. If the danger level value is below the threshold, which implies that the host is sufficiently close to the outbreak area, the host will be flagged as suspicious.

One important design issue of SLPE is the scalability. As the number of compromised hosts increases, the processing overhead on SLPE also increases. To reduce the processing overhead, SLPE performs clustering of sniffed suspicious hosts. Clustering can effectively improve scalability by organizing compromised hosts into a list of outbreak areas. The list of outbreak areas is fixed to $K$ irrespective of the number of compromised hosts, and $K$ is practically much smaller than the number of compromised hosts.

- **Suspicious Hosts Sniffing (SHS).** SHS is responsible for collecting the activities of suspicious hosts and reporting to SLPE. The implementation of SHS can be as simple as an individual honeypot or a more complicated form such as honeynet [29]. Since typically SHS does not have legitimate hosts, SHS records suspicious hosts whenever it receives connection requests from other hosts. The information that SHS records can be simply a list of IP addresses or both IP addresses and port numbers. To take full advantage of the suspicious activities, SHS may also record the intensity of the threat by counting the occurrence frequencies of specific connections. Since there might be a significant number of suspicious activities, SHS may aggregate individual hosts into suspicious outbreak areas. In other words, each outbreak area may contain many hosts and can be represented in the format of $<C, r, t>$, namely, the center $C$, the radius $r$, and the outbreak intensity $t$.

### 3.4 Pseudo-code of main components

The main operations of the components of PAIDS are shown with pseudo-code in Figure 4. Briefly, (i) SHS keeps monitoring the abnormal activities of the network and records the information of the corresponding host. The recorded information includes the IP address, port number, security intensity, and so on. The information is periodically reported to SLPE for further processing. (ii) SLPE gathers the reported information about suspicious hosts and performs clustering operations to aggregate the security information. The output of clustering is a security vector $SV$, which maintains the clustered security regions. Each of the regions is an aggregation of a set of suspicious hosts. The clustering can be achieved by employing any clustering algorithm such as K-means. (iii) RCA receives the request from RCM and responds with the determined danger level. The request consists of the information about a host that needs to determine the danger level. RCA calculates the danger level based on $SV$ maintained by SLPE. Because of such reliance, it is better to have SLPE and RCA co-located on the same machine. (iv) RCM runs locally by users and is triggered every time a new connection is setup. RCM extracts the information of the communication neighbor and inquires RCA about the danger level of the neighbor.
For each of the hosts, we assume that their infectious activity, i.e., the recorded compromised hosts, we sort them according to their starting time, detection rate and false positive rate. We focus on two performance metrics:

The simulation uses the outbreak trace of the Code Red v2 worm from CAIDA. We focus on two performance metrics: the complete traces of that IDS on Internet. Partly due to lack of such traces, we turn to simulations at this stage, and we view the abovementioned integrated evaluation as future work. Specifically, in this work we evaluate the effectiveness of PAIDS by performing simulations with the propagation traces of a recorded worm from CAIDA [2].

4 Evaluation

PAIDS works complementarily with other IDSes such as anomaly-based ones. Thus, a thorough evaluation of PAIDS requires the integration with another IDS, either at the live time of an actively propagating worm or with the complete traces of that IDS on Internet. Partly due to lack of such traces, we turn to simulations at this stage, and we view the abovementioned integrated evaluation as future work. Specifically, in this work we evaluate the effectiveness of PAIDS by performing simulations with the propagation traces of a recorded worm from CAIDA [2].

4.1 Trace-driven simulations

The simulation uses the outbreak trace of the Code Red v2 worm from CAIDA. We focus on two performance metrics: detection rate and false positive rate.

The simulation is performed as follows. First, for all the recorded compromised hosts, we sort them according to their starting time, i.e., the time they are observed to begin to infect other hosts. The method is illustrated in Figure 5, where all hosts are ranked along the time line. For each of the hosts, we assume that their infectious activities can be sniffed by SHS and their information are sent to SLPE after a certain latency. This latency is referred to as the Sniffing Latency, denoted by SL. Let $C_i$ denote the set of all compromised hosts when host $H_i$ is compromised, and we have $C_i = \{H_j, j \leq i\}$. Let $H_m$ denote the last host that is at least $SL$ time ahead of the infection of $H_i$. We use $R_i$ to denote the set of all recorded hosts before host $H_i$, i.e., $R_i = \{H_j, j \leq m\}$. We assume that the honeynet can provide $R_i$ immediately, but cannot provide the signatures and the patterns in a short time. With these notations, $C_i$ contains all hosts that are actually compromised when $H_i$ is compromised, whereas $R_i$ contains all hosts in $C_i$ that are sniffed or recorded by SHS. In other words, $R_i$ is only a subset of $C_i$.

Since the trace from CAIDA does not provide the information of “who infects whom”, we make several assumptions to evaluate the performance of PAIDS. For a host $H_v$, we assume that PAIDS is running on this host and reporting suspicious hosts with which the host is communicating. Moreover, we assume that $H_v$ is communicating with $H_i$. We then measure the effectiveness of PAIDS by monitoring how well PAIDS can detect the infected host $H_i$. That is, if PAIDS was running on host $H_v$ when the host $H_i$ was infected and begin infecting $H_v$, then PAIDS running on $H_v$ may be able to determine the danger level of $H_i$ based on the information of $R_i$. If PAIDS is able to raise the alert, then it is considered to be effective. Otherwise, it is considered to be ineffective. Since $R_i$ is only a subset of $C_i$ (i.e., $R_i \subset C_i$), PAIDS running on $H_v$ may or may not be able to raise an alert depending on the current threshold value. Specifically, we compute the averaged distance of $H_i$ to $R_i$, i.e.,

$$L_i = \frac{1}{|R_i|} \sum_j d_{H_i, H_j},$$

where $H_j \in R_i$.
Note that such a scenario provides a worst case for PAIDS since we consider the time slot right after host $H_i$ is infected when the size of SHS set $R_i$ is smallest.

After $L_i$ is obtained, it is then compared to $T_d$, a pre-configured threshold value. If $L_i$ is smaller than or equal to $T_d$, then host $H_i$ is considered to be in danger, and the corresponding effectiveness value is set to 1. Otherwise, if $L_i$ is larger, then the effectiveness value is set to 0, as illustrated below: $Alert_i = 1$, if $L_i \leq T_d$; $Alert_i = 0$, otherwise.

We measure the effectiveness of PAIDS for the first 10,000 infected hosts. For every 500 hosts, we output a detection rate that is calculated based on the number of alerts raised. Specifically, for each of the 500 hosts, if PAIDS can raise the alert, we count 1; otherwise, 0. Then we obtain the detection rate by dividing the sum of alerts by 500. Hence, denoting the number of alerts as $Alert$, the effectiveness of PAIDS is calculated as $\frac{Alert}{500}$.

The false positive rate is obtained by considering a randomized scenario. Specifically, we generate a scenario by randomly choosing a host that is not compromised and is communicating with host $H_i$. That is, we introduce a host with a random IP address and use this host to replace the host $H_i$ in each step. As a result, the randomly selected neighbor represents the false positive. Using the same method as described in calculating the detection rate, we also obtain the false positive rate.

4.2 Results

- **Impact of $T_d$.** We study the impact of $T_d$ by varying its values. We set the $SL=100$ seconds and test three cases: $T_d=10$, 15, and 20. We consider totally 10,000 hosts, and Figure 6 shows the results. In the figure, we observe two trends. Firstly, for randomly introduced hosts, only very few false positives are raised, whereas for compromised hosts, PAIDS can raise a very high percentage of alerts. For example, with $T_d=15$, about 75% of compromised hosts are detected. Secondly, the effectiveness increases with higher values of $T_d$. These results are expected since higher $T_d$ means that more neighbor hosts are treated as suspicious, thus reducing the false negatives. To more closely study the trend, we vary $T_d$ from 10 to 40 and show the results in Figure 7. We can see that $T_d=10$ gives the detection rate only 51%, and the rate quickly reaches 91% when $T_d=20$. When $T_d=40$, it can detect up to 96% compromised hosts. The false positive rates for all results shown in the figure are almost zero.

- **Impact of $SL$.** We also vary the Sniffing Latency value $SL$ from 25 seconds to 150 seconds and evaluate the impact. The results are shown in Figure 8. Note that in these experiments, the threshold is 15 ($i.e., T_d = 15$). We observe that as $SL$ increases, the detection rate of PAIDS decreases. For instance, with $SL=25$ seconds, the detection rate is about 79%, while with $SL=150$ seconds, the rate drops to about 74%. This is because a larger $SL$ value means that it takes a longer time for SHS to learn the information about compromised hosts. We further test the impact of $SL$ with varying values and show the results in Figure 9. We can see that as $SL$ increases from 25 seconds to 200 seconds, the effectiveness only drops from about 79% to 74%. These results imply that the effectiveness of PAIDS is relatively insensitive to the changes of $SL$, which is actually an advantage of PAIDS.

- **Impact of $f(d_{i,j}, S)$.** As we elaborated in Section 3, the choice of $f(d_{i,j}, S)$, the danger level function for a host $H_i$, also needs the careful design. We have proposed two forms of this function. In all above evaluations we use the average form, which calculates the danger level by averaging on all $d_{i,j}$. We also preliminarily evaluate the impact of the other form, which takes the minimum value.
of all $d_{i,j}$.

Since the second form of $f(d_{i,j}, S)$ takes the minimum value of all $d_{i,j}$, the value of $f(d_{i,j}, S)$ is much smaller than the first form. We choose three threshold values for $T_d$, namely, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1. The results are shown in Figure 10. We see that as $T_d$ increases, the detection rates also gradually increase, and with $T_d = 0.1$ the rate almost reaches 100%. The false positive rates are kept very low. Specifically, our results indicate that the highest false rate is only 1.3%. The interesting observation regarding the false positive rate is that the rate increases as more hosts are compromised. Part of the reason for such a result is that with increasing number of hosts, the randomly selected hosts have a higher probability of being close to outbreak areas.

It would be interesting to study the question of applying which form of $f(d_{i,j}, S)$ under what conditions. Although the page limit does not allow us to present the details, in short, our results suggest that the average form has the better false positive rate (all are zero), but with the relatively high detection rate; whereas the minimum form has the non-zero false positive rate (though very small), but with the higher detection rate.

### 5 Prototype

To demonstrate that PAIDS is actually doable, we implement a proof-of-concept prototype. The prototype uses Google Maps APIs [14] and libpcap library [23] on the client side and our implemented IP-to-location service [18] on the server side.

The prototype demonstrates the power of PAIDS by enhancing users’ intervention with PAIDS. The enhancement works by monitoring the ongoing connections and then identifying suspicious hosts that are located in or near outbreak areas. Once PAIDS identifies a suspicious host, it will raise the alert and inform the users who then take appropriate actions. With this prototype, PAIDS complements the default user intervention model by differentiating the neighboring hosts based on their danger levels.

On the client side, the prototype firstly implements a tool that can assist normal users to better understand their ongoing connections. The tool utilizes the Google Maps APIs. With the assistance of the security information, the tool will raise alarms to the users when they are communicating with hosts located in outbreak areas. On the processing center side, the prototype identifies suspicious hosts that are located in or near outbreak areas. By computing the distances between the outbreak areas and these remote hosts, it determines the danger levels of those computers. If the danger level is high enough, the prototype will warn the user and present the threat information (such as the remote hosts’ location, compromised areas, running protocols, and the danger level) in visualized ways. Based on such information, the user can take further actions.

On the client side also runs a monitoring daemon (i.e., RCM), which keeps tracks of the ongoing connections of the client...
and periodically reports the connection list to the processing center attendant daemon (i.e., RCA). RCA is implemented using the libpcap library for Linux hosts and continuously monitors the connections and refreshes the host list in two ways. It periodically refreshes the host list every 30 seconds, and under the user’s request, it can also refresh immediately.

The processing center runs a SLPE instance that calls the IP-to-location service running on the same center. After receiving the updated host list from the client and the compromised clusters from the worm-sniffing service (i.e., SHS), SLPE calls the IP-to-location service to compute the distance between each of the client neighbors and the known compromised areas. For simplicity, the prototype assumes the presence of a SHS service and emulates the SHS by a preloaded file that consists a suspicious IP list.

After all danger levels are known, client neighbors are ranked according to the distance and assigned with danger levels. The information is written to a file that will be read by the Maps-generating program. The Maps-generating program uses PHP scripts and will show the geographical locations as well as the danger level associated with each host once requested by the client.

The IP-to-location service is implemented using the database provided by [18]. It contains millions of ASes and the corresponding information such as latitudes and longitudes. Given an IP address, it looks up the corresponding AS and extracts the latitude and longitude information, which is used to calculate the geographical distances between hosts. The database is updated on a daily basis.

6 Discussion

The effectiveness of PAIDS partly relies on the clustered pattern of worm propagation. In this section, we discuss several important issues relevant to the effectiveness of PAIDS. These issues include: (i) Design issues of suspicious hosts sniffing (SHS), (ii) Stages of worm propagation, (iii) Non-prioritized candidate selection, (iv) Mismatch between geographical proximity information and networks, and (v) Clustering of normal Internet hosts.

6.1 Design issues of suspicious hosts sniffing (SHS)

In the PAIDS design, we assume that infected hosts can be sniffed by SHS with a certain delay. The strength of this assumption depends on the ability of honeynets to capture suspicious worm activities on the Internet. For honeypots or honeynets with large sizes, such an assumption makes more sense, whereas for small-size honeynets, this is indeed a strong assumption. Small-size honeynets may take a long time to detect infected hosts, which results in a smaller set of \( R_c \) when compared with \( C_i \). However, as we observed in the evaluation, PAIDS is relatively insensitive to the sniffing latency \( SL \). In summary, an appropriate deployment of PAIDS should also consider the honeynets in use since the honeynets’ capability impacts the sniffing latency.

6.2 Stages of worm propagation

PAIDS is expected to work well when the compromised hosts form clusters. However, as a propagation instance goes on, eventually there will be a larger number of compromised hosts, and they may fail to exhibit the apparent clustered pattern. For example, if half of Internet are infected, then it would be very difficult to extract the clustered pattern that can be used effectively from these hosts. Thus, PAIDS works better when a worm just starts to propagate and the number of compromised hosts is relatively small. We argue that this feature is not a drawback of PAIDS, but the exact advantage of PAIDS. First, when a new worm is created and released, it is very difficult to quickly learn the signature of the worm. Thus, being capable of detecting such worms at their initial propagation stages is of vital importance. Second, when a considerable number of hosts are compromised, existing IDSes, which PAIDS complements, will extract the characteristic patterns of worms and be able to detect them. In other words, an IDS that combines PAIDS and a conventional IDS should be able to achieve much better performance since they can work complementarily.

6.3 Non-prioritized candidate selection

Worms propagate in a clustered fashion due to several advantages including the similar vulnerability, low latency, and no firewalls. The clustering pattern is more apparent when an infected host chooses candidate hosts with localized scanning (LS). That is, LS gives higher priority to local hosts and actually inflates the clustering behavior of infected host. Examples of worms using LS include Code Red II and Nimada worms. By comparison, if worms choose candidate hosts with random scanning (RS), then the clustered pattern may be less apparent. Interestingly, the Code Red V2 worm that we studied in Section 2 uses RS to propagate, but the trace still shows the highly clustered pattern. We suspect that part of the reason may be related to the similar vulnerability present in local networks. We envision that worms with LS will exhibit a higher degree of the clustered pattern.

Another issue regarding candidate selection is “flash worms”[34], which hard-code a list of hosts with known vulnerabilities in the worms. Since hosts in such a list may not reside in clusters, the propagation in turn might not exhibit the obvious clustered pattern. However, since the number of encoded hosts is typically limited due to various constraints such as the code size, worms will soon need to rely on other ways to select candidate hosts to infect. Hence, the hard-coded host list only affects the initial “seeds” of the propagation of a worm.
6.4 Mismatch between geographical proximity information and networks

One assumption made by PAIDS is that the network address can approximately map to the geographical location. Since there may be a mismatch between proximity information and network addresses, one may argue that PAIDS might not work when such mismatches occur. On one hand, geographically close hosts may not be in the same network. On the other hand, IP addresses that appear to be in the same network may be located far away from each other due to the existence of techniques such as VPN. Although such instances do occur, they do not seriously negate the effectiveness of PAIDS for several reasons. First, the fact that geographically close hosts residing in different networks does not affect PAIDS since PAIDS works in the direction of mapping network address to the proximity information, rather than the other direction. Second, the occurrence of VPN-like instances is considerably small. In other words, most of the time, hosts in the same network are located closely. Third, even such a mismatch occurs, PAIDS may still address the issue to a great extent because it records the individual IP addresses of suspicious hosts and utilizes such information to determine danger levels. Fourth, as we mentioned in Section 3, PAIDS can also utilize proximity information along dimensions other than the geographical dimension. Specifically, the mismatch can be easily addressed by combining network-proximity information in an appropriate way.

6.5 Clustering of normal Internet hosts

Research has shown that normal Internet hosts form clusters [20]. This clustering behavior has an important impact on the effectiveness of PAIDS in the form of increased or decreased false positives and false negatives. To better understand the impact, we take a simple scenario where there are only two physically equal-size areas A and B. We further assume that area A is a big city with higher population and B is a rural region. Thus, naturally A has more Internet hosts and is clustered with a higher degree. Now we have two cases of worm propagation since the worm propagation cluster can be formed in either A or B. If the propagation cluster occurs in area A, then PAIDS will report more false positives since hosts in A are more likely to be treated as false positives. On the other hand, if the propagation cluster occurs in area B, then PAIDS will report more false negatives and less false positives because hosts in B are more likely to cause false negatives due to similar reasons. We note that the impact of normal Internet hosts clustering is important, and it needs to be taken into consideration in the future design of PAIDS.

We have observed the failures and the drawbacks of existing IDSes and approached the problem in a novel way. Our design is based on the typical behaviors of worm outbreaks. By utilizing the proximity and activity information of worm outbreaks, we have proposed a detection system, called PAIDS, that is complementary to existing IDSes. Our trace-driven simulation shows that PAIDS can detect an unidentified worm with a high detection rate and a low false positive rate. We have also built a prototype of PAIDS to demonstrate its usage.
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